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knight who seeks the whereabouts of his lost princess,
Nott. The knight travels through the ruined landscape of
the kingdom, and is eventually ambushed by a creature

known as the Hollow Knight, after which he flees the
area and embarks on a quest to find the Hollow

Knightâ€™s lair and rescue his princess. Throughout the
journey, the knight embarks on a "soul-stirring

adventure".â€� In Hollow Knight you play as a nameless
knight who travels through a ruined kingdom,

encountering all kinds of creatures and items which are
strewn across the landscapeâ€”and many of these

items can be used to affect gameplay. After many hours
of exploring the game, the player may eventually come

across a hollowed-out creature (known as a Hollow
Knight) who will give the player the Knight a quest to

defeat the Hollow Knight and rescue the Hollow Knight's
Princess. The Hollow Knight story follows the quest of a
nameless knight who seeks the whereabouts of his lost

princess, Nott. The knight travels through the ruined
landscape of the kingdom, and is eventually ambushed
by a creature known as the Hollow Knight, after which
he flees the area and embarks on a quest to find the

Hollow Knightâ€™s lair and rescue his princess.
Throughout the journey, the knight embarks on a "soul-
stirring adventure".â€� In Hollow Knight you play as a

nameless knight who travels through a ruined kingdom,
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Knight) who will give the player the Knight a quest to
defeat the Hollow Knight and rescue the Hollow Knight's
Princess. Hollow Knight review Hollow Knight, developed
by Team Cherry and published by 2K Games, is a deeply
engaging indie fantasy adventure that is far more than

a typical action-adventure. You play as a nameless
knight who ventures into a dangerous, cursed realm full
of dangerous creatures and deadly traps. One of the key

features of the game is the ability to guide your
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ancient Japan, a land of ancient architectures and
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Vast rivers and a diverse cast of mythological creatures
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